Course Description
This educational activity will involve in-depth discussions on all aspects of perforator flaps including basic research, anatomy, physiology, and surgical technique. Live surgery, in three simultaneous operating rooms over two days, will be a highlight for all participants.

Target Audience
Plastic Surgeons, Microsurgeons, Residents and Fellows

Statement of Need
There is a gap between the actual and potential frequency of perforator flap surgery. It is underutilized in clinical practice. This is the result of a lack of adequate training in this technique among many clinicians who do reconstructive surgery.

Educational Objectives
At the conclusion of this activity, participants should be able to:
- Develop strategies to increase the frequency of perforator flap techniques in practice to reduce recovery time and surgical complications.
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The views expressed and the subject material presented in the course of any activities sponsored by The American Society for Reconstructive Microsurgery including lectures, seminars, instructional courses, or otherwise, represent the personal views of the individual participants and do not represent the opinion of the American Society for Reconstructive Microsurgery. The Society reserves no responsibility for such views or materials, nor does it require the content of any Society sponsored presentations to reflect the Society’s views. Accordingly, the Society declares that its primary purpose is to benefit only its physician members, and responsibility of the Society for acts or omissions of Society members dealing with the public is hereby expressly disclaimed.
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E-Poster Guidelines:

1. Include all authors and institutions of their participation in the activity.
2. 400 words or less
3. Methods; 3-Results; 4-Discussion
4. Photographs and other graphics
5. References

Panelists:

Koenraad Van Landuyt, MD
Geoffrey Hallock, MD
Joseph McCarthy, MD
Robert Allen, MD
Kirkpatrick Ross, MD
Morgan Crew, MD
Mihye Choi, MD
Lan Mu, MD
Nolan Karp, MD
And Julie Wade

Join us at 8:00 pm on Saturday, December 1, 2012 at 7:30 pm.

PRINT ALL INFORMATION IN CLEAR BLOCK LETTERS & NUMBERS.

Early Bird Full Fee Physician (before 10/1/12) $975
Early Bird Reduced Fee (before 10/1/12) $449
Reduced Fee $550
Gala: Saturday, December 1, 2012 at 7:00 pm to 10:30 pm $150 per person

Full details will be posted on our course website closer to the course date. 
http://cme.med.nyu.edu/ICFP
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Statement of Need
There is a gap between the actual and potential frequency of perforator flap surgery. It is underutilized in clinical practice. This is the result of a lack of adequate training in this technique among many clinicians who do reconstructive surgery.
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